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Abstract 
If G is a regular tripartite graph of degree d(G) with tripartition (A,B,C) of V(G) such that 
the bipartite subgraphs induced by each ofA UB, BU C, CUA are all regular of degree ½d(G), 
then we call G 3-way regular. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a 3-way regular 
tripartite graph of degree 4 to have a decomposition i to edge-disjoint triangles. These yield 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the completion of a partial latin square of order n in 
which each row and column is missing exactly two symbols, and in which each symbol occurs 
exactly n - 2 times. 
We also give necessary and sufficient conditions for a 3-way regular tripartite graph of degree 
4 to have a decomposition i to two edge-disjoint parallel classes, each parallel class consisting 
of disjoint triangles. This in turn yields necessary and sufficient conditions for the completion 
of a pair of (n - 2) × n partial orthogonal latin squares. 
Generalizations of some of the various conditions are shown to be necessary in some more 
general contexts. 
I. Introduction 
I f  G is a regular tripartite graph of  degree d(G) with tripartition (A,B, C) of  V(G) 
such that the bipartite subgraphs induced by each of  A U B, B U C and C U A are all 
regular of  degree ½d(G), then we call G 3-way regular. The equivalence between 
a latin square L of  order n and a decomposition of the edge-set of  Kn .... into edge- 
disjoint triangles (in brief, a triangle-decomposition f  Kn .... ) is well known. Suppose 
that the vertex sets of Kn, n,n are {rl,r2 . . . . .  rn), {s,,s2 . . . . .  s~} and {q,t2 . . . . .  t,}; then 
the three edges risj, sjtk, tkri of the triangle {ri,sj, tk} correspond to the occurrence of 
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the symbol k in the (i,j)th cell of L. Thus any theorem about triangle decompositions 
of 3-way regular tripartite graphs will have an application in the study of latin squares. 
The motivation of the present paper is the intriguing problem of trying to show that 
any pair (A,B) of partial orthogonal latin squares of order n can be embedded in a pair 
of orthogonal latin squares (C,D) of order t whenever t>~3n if n>2, and t~3n ÷ 1 if 
n--2. This is known to be correct [3] ifA and B are a (completed) pair of orthogonal 
latin squares. 
In this paper we make a very small step towards a solution to this problem. The 
problem was considered earlier in [5], and we relate this paper to that earlier one. 
Amongst other things, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the completion 
of a pair of (n - 2) × n orthogonal latin rectangles on n symbols. 
However, we feel that the key to a proper understanding of the latin square prob- 
lem lies in graph theory. More than one graph-theoretical interpretation is possible, 
and we concentrate here on triangle-decompositions of 3-way regular tripartite 
graphs. 
2. The cincture number and triangle decompositions 
In this section we define the cincture number of a graph, and relate it to triangle 
decompositions. 
For any graph G, if V1 C V(G) and V2= V(G) - V1, call E(VI, V2) the E-cincture 
of G; if G1 is the subgraph of G induced by Vi, then the E-cincture is also called 
the Gl-cincture of G. We shall call the number maxv, c_v~c)[E(VI, V\V1)[ the cincture 
number of G. Thus the cincture number of G is the maximum cardinality of a cincture 
of G. 
Lemma 1. Let H be an induced subgraph of G, and let H=G\V(H).  For some 
decomposition of E(G) into triangles, let 71 be the number of triangles in E( G) using 
no edge of the cincture E(H,H) (thus J is the number of triangles in HUH) .  Then 
[E(H, H)I = 32- [E(G)I - 22. (1) 
[Thus ft is independent of the choice of decomposition of E(G) into triangles.] 
Proof. Let de be the number of triangles using an edge (and thus using two edges) of 
E(H,-H). Then 2Ac = ]E(H,H)]. We also have ]E(G)[ = ]E(H,H)[ + 3z] + Ac. Therefore 
IE(H,-H)]=2]E(G)]- 2]E(H,H) [ -  6z], from which Lemma 1 follows. [] 
Corollary 2. Let G have a triangle decomposition. Then the cincture number of G is 
at most ~IE(G)]. 
For regular graphs there is another numerical condition, closely related to the cincture 
number. 
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Lemma 3. Let G be a regular graph of degree d(G). Let H be an induced subgraph 
- -  1 1 of G, let H=G\V(H)  and let 71 = glE(G) I -  ~IE(H,H)I (so that A satL~lies (1)). 
Then 
IE(H)I =- ½d(G) ( IV (H) l  - ~1V(G)I) + A. 
Proof. 
IE(H)I = ½(d(G)IV(H)I- IE(H,H)I) 
= ½d(G) lV(n) l  - ½1E(G)I + 5 
= ½d(a) ( IV (H) l -  ½tV(G)l) + ~ [] 
Note that if in Lemma 3, the graph G has a triangle decomposition, then A is the 
number of triangles in H m H, as in Lemma 1. 
Lemma 4. Let G be a regular graph of degree d(G). Let H be an induced subgraph 
of G, and let H=G\V(H) .  Then the Jbllowing are equivalent: 
O) IE(H)I>~ ½d(a) ( IV (H) I  - ½1V(G)I);  
(ii) I E (H ,~) I<~½d(G) IV(G) I=~IE(G) I ;  
(iii) [E(H)I>~½d(G)(IV(-H)I - ½1V(G)I ). 
Proof. If IE(H)I >~ ½d(G)(IV(H)I - 31V(G)I) then 
IE(H, H)] = d(G)l V(H)I - 21E(H)I 
< d(G)l V(H)l - d(G)(I V(H)I - '1 V(G)l) 
= ½d(G)IV(G)I. 
Conversely if IE(H,H)I ~< ½d(G)i V(G)I then, since 21E(H) I=d(G)l V (H) l -  IE(H,H)!, 
we have 
Ie(n)l/> ½d(G)l V(H)I - ~d(G)l V(G)l 
= ½d(G) ( IV (H) ]  - IIV(G)[). 
Thus (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) follows by symmetry in view of the fact that (i) 
and (ii) are equivalent. [] 
Corollary 5. Let G be a regular graph of degree d(G). Then the Jbllowing are 
equivalent: 
(i) IE(H)l>~ ½d(G)(IV(H)l - ½1V(G)I) for all induced subgraphs H of G; 
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(ii) the cinture number of G is at most 
2-1E(a)13 : ]d (a ) [v (a ) l "  
Corollary 6. Let G be a 3-way regular tripartite graph of order 3n and degree 
d(G)=26. Let G have a triangle decomposition. Then 
IE(H)I V(H)I - n) (2) 
for each induced subgraph H. 
Proof. By Corollary 2, the cincture number of G is at most ~[E(G)[. Now apply 
Corollary 5. [] 
3. Triangle decompositions of 3-way regular tripartite graphs 
It is tempting to suppose that if the condition (2) holds for each induced subgraph H
of a 3-way regular tripartite graph G, then E(G) would have a triangle decomposition. 
However this is not the case. For suppose that d(G)=4,  that E(G) has a triangle 
decomposition, and that G contains the graph A of Fig. 1 as an induced subgraph: 
On x no triangle can contain the edges xc and xb since bc is missing. Therefore the 
two triangles on x must be xab and xcd. But then a second triangle on a is impossible 
since ay and ad are present, and yd is absent, a contradiction. Therefore no 3-way 
regular tripartite graph G with d (G)=4 with a triangle decomposition can contain A 
as an induced subgraph. 
However it is possible for A to be an induced subgraph of a 3-way regular tripartite 
graph of degree 4 that satisfies (2) for all induced subgraphs H. For consider the graph 
B of degree 4 and order 12 depicted in Fig. 2. Notice that each maximal bipartite 
subgraph of B consists of a 6-cycle. 
The inequality (2) reduces to IE(H)[ ~>2(I V (H) I -  3), and it is not too hard to see 
that each induced subgraph H of B satisfies this inequality. If all three vertices of one 
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of the maximal independent vertex sets are in H, then any further vertex increases the 
number of edges by at least 2, and so (2) is satisfied. If all three independent vertex 
sets contribute one vertex to H, then (2) obviously holds. Therefore we may suppose 
that two vertices of one of the maximal independent vertex sets are present. It then 
follows without too much difficulty that (2) is satisfied in this case also. 
Thus condition (2) by itself is not sufficient for the existence of a triangle decompo- 
sition. Nonetheless, by itself (2) does impose the strong structural condition that each 
vertex v lies on ½d(G) triangles which, apart from v, are disjoint (see Fig. 3). 
Lemma 7. Let G be a 3-way regular tripartite 9raph satisfyin9 
bE(H~I >>- ½a(G) ( IV (H) I  - 3'- IV(C)I) (2) 
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for every induced subgraph H of G. Then each vertex v lies on ½d(G) triangles which, 
apart from v, are disjoint. 
ProoL Let the three maximal independent vertex sets of size ½IV(G)[ be A,B and C, 
with v c A. Let B* and C* be the subsets of B and C respectively of vertices that 
are adjacent o v. The lemma will follow if we show that the subgraph induced by 
B* U C* contains a perfect matching. We use Hall's theorem to show this. 
Let n= ½lv(a)l and let 6= ½d(G). Let B ~ be a subset of B* of size k. Let C t be 
the subset of C* of vertices that are adjacent o vertices in B ~, and let [C[- -U.  We 
shall show that U~>k. 
Consider the subgraph H of G induced by the vertex set (A\{v}) U B ~ U (C*\C).  
This contains [Bq(6 - 1)=k(6 - 1) edges joining B t to A'\{v}, and it contains 
[C*\C1(6 - 1)=(3 - U)(6 - 1) edges joining C*\C' to A\{v}, and so it contains 
(3 - 1)(k + 6 - U) edges incident with vertices of A\{v}. 
But 
[E(G)[ ~> 6([V(H)[ - n)=6( (n -  1) + k + (3 -  U) -  n) 
= ~(k+6-k ' - l ) .  
Consequently, there are at least 
b(k +6-k ' -  1) - (3 -  1)(k +b-U)=k-k '  
edges between B' and C*\C. But in fact, by the definition of C ~, there are no edges 
between B~ and C*\Cq Therefore O>~k-k', so k' >~k, as required. Therefore, by Hall's 
theorem, the subgraph of G induced by B* U C* has a perfect matching, and the lemma 
follows. [] 
In Lemma 7 the condition that G be a 3-way regular tripartite graph cannot be 
changed to the weaker condition that G just be regular. For consider the graph C of 
Fig. 4. With n=3,  this graph has 3n vertices and is 4-regular. Moreover, using the 
symmetry and the two edge-disjoint K4's contained by C, it is easy to see that the 
condition: 
[E(H)I ~>2(I V(H)I - 3) 
for all induced subgraphs H of G, is satisfied. But the 'comer vertex' v does not lie 
on two triangles which are disjoint, apart from v. 
In the simplest case, namely when d(G)=2,  condition (2) alone is sufficient to 
ensure the existence of a triangle decomposition. 
Lemma 8. Let G be a 3-way regular tripartite graph of degree 2 satisfying 
IE(H)l ~> IV(H)l - ½1 V(G)I 
for all induced subgraphs H of G. Then E( G) has a triangle decomposition. 
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Proof. Let the three maximal independent vertex sets be A,B,C, and let IV(G)] =3n. 
Let aCA. Let the vertices in B and C to which a is adjacent be b and c. The ar- 
gument in the proof of Lemma 7 reduces here to saying that b and c are adjacent. 
Therefore there is a unique triangle on a. Since a was chosen arbitrarily, the lemma 
follows. [] 
In the next most simple case, when d(G)=4,  then, as we saw earlier, condition (2) 
is not sufficient for E(G) to have a triangle decomposition. However if we add to 
the necessary numerical condition (2) the further condition, that we saw earlier was 
also necessary, namely that G does not contain the graph A of  Fig. 1 as an induced 
subgraph, then we obtain a pair of conditions that are sufficient as well as necessary 
for a triangle decomposition. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a 3-way regular tripartite graph of order 3n with d(G)=4.  
Then G has a triangle decomposition if and only if 
(i) each induced subgraph H oJ" G satisfies 
IE(H)] ~> 2(l V(H)] - n), 
(ii) G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to the graph A. 
Proof. By Corollary 6 and the discussion at the start of  this section, Conditions (i) 
and (ii) are necessary. To prove the sufficiency, suppose that G satisfies (i) and (ii). 
By Lemma 7, since Condition (i) is satisfied, each vertex v is in two triangles that 
are disjoint except for the vertex v. We shall make no further reference to Condition (i). 
In fact, going further, from now we shall just assume Condition (ii) and Condition (i)', 
where Condition (i) ~ is: 
(i)' each vertex v is in two triangles that are disjoint except for v. 
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At this point we remark that if G has a component consisting of  a K2,2,2, then this 
component has a triangle decomposition. From now we may without loss of  generality 
suppose that G contains no K2,2,2 component, 
We now define two triangles T(v)={Al,  A2} for each vertex v, the two triangles A1 
and A2 being disjoint except for v. The definition is: 
(1) I f  there is only one choice for {AI,A2} for v, i.e. if the neighbourhood of v 
does not induce a 4-cycle, then we let T(v) be this pair; 
(2) Suppose that the neighbourhood of v does induce a 4-cycle, say u~,wl, U2,W2 in 
order. We claim that T(ul), T(wl), T(u2) and T(W2) are defined according to (1), and 
that only two triangles containing v, say A1 and A2, occur in these sets, A1 and A2 
being disjoint except for v. We then define T(v) to be {A1,A2}. 
Let us prove the claim in (2). Notice that, since G is tripartite, {ul,u2} is an 
independent set of  vertices, and so is {wl,w2}. We first prove that no neighbourhood 
of ui,wl,u2 or w 2 induces a 4-cycle. Suppose one does; we may, without loss of  
generality, suppose it is the neighbourhood of Ul. Let the 4-cycle be vwlyw 2. Then 
y7 ~ u2 since u2 ~ N(ul ). Then y is adjacent o ul, wl, w2 and, since y satisfies (i) t, to u2. 
But this implies that G has a K2,2,2 component, a contradiction. Thus no neighbourhood 
of ul,wl,u2 or w2 is a 4-cycle. It follows as claimed that T(ul),T(wj),T(u2) and 
T(w2) are defined according to (1). Let us say that two triangles A and A ~ agree 
if [E(A) A E(A~)I E {0, 3}. We show next that all triangles of  T(ul ), T(wl ), T(u2) and 
T(w2) agree. The neighbour z of ul distinct from wl,w2 and v is joined to one of 
Wl and w2. We may suppose without loss of  generality that it is joined to w2. Then 
T (u , )= {u,vw,, u,zw2}, T(w2)= {w2u2v, w2ulz} and neither of  the edges zu2 and w,z 
is in G. It follows that vwl cannot be in a triangle of T(u2), as no edge incident with 
w2 would then be available. Therefore T(u2)={uZVw2,u2wIx} for some vertex x, and 
so T(wl)={WlUlV, WlU2X}. Thus all these sets agree on the triangles at vl, and so 
T (v )= {UlWlV, u2wzv}. This proves the claim. 
We finish the proof by showing that for each edge uv, a triangle uvx belongs to 
T(u) if and only if it belongs to T(v). This shows that the local definitions (1) and 
(2) give no conflicts and thus, seen globally, yield a triangle decomposition of  G. 
I f  the neighbourhoods of u and v are both 4-cycles, then, as we saw earlier, uv is 
an edge of a K2,2,2, a contradiction. 
Suppose the neighbourhood of u is a 4-cycle, say v,y,w,x, but the neighbourhood 
of v is not a 4-cycle. Then we know from earlier that T(v), T(y), T(w) and T(x) 
are determined by (1), and that they all agree, and then that T(u) is defined so that 
it agrees with them all. Thus if the neighbourhood of u is a 4-cycle, no disagreement 
between T(u) and T(v) is possible. 
Thus we may assume that the neighbourhoods of u and v are not 4-cycles. Suppose 
that T(u) contains a triangle uvx, and that T(v) contains a triangle uvy, with y ¢x .  
Then T(u) contains uvx and uwy for some w; the edge wx is not present since the 
neighbourhood of u does not contain a 4-cycle. Similarly, T(v) contains uvy, vzx for 
some z ¢ u. Clearly, w ¢; z as G is tripartite; moreover the edge zy is not present, as the 
neighbourhood of v is not a 4-cycle. If zw~E(G), then the graph A would be present 
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as an induced subgraph of G, a contradiction. Thus it follows that zwEE(G). Since 
zwCE(G), as well as uwy, T(w) also contains wzt, for some vertex t. It follows that 
T (z )= {zxv, ztw}. Let s be the further vertex adjacent o y. Then s must be adjacent o 
v or w. But neither of  these possibilities can actually occur, for the complete sets of 
neighbours of v and of w are now known, and neither set includes s. 
Therefore, as required, for each edge uv, a triangle uvx belongs to T(u) if and only 
if it belongs to T(v). [] 
It is not clear if Theorem 9 will generalize somehow to the cases when d(G) > 4. We 
should note that the regularity condition may be essential, since the general problem of 
deciding if a tripartite graph has a triangle decomposition was shown by Colbourn [ 1,2] 
to be NP-complete. 
There is one final remark that we wish to make about the case when d(G)=4.  
Suppose we assume that (i) is true, as in Theorem 9, but that (ii) is replaced by the 
stronger equirement that the graph D of Fig. 5 is not present as an induced subgraph 
of G. Then of course, by Theorem 9, G has a triangle decomposition. The extra point to 
notice is that each edge e that is not in a K2,2, 2 component is in exactly one triangle 
of  G (whether or not that triangle is in a triangle decomposition), as the following 
lemma shows (this will be used in Theorem 14). 
Lemma 10. Let G be a 3-way regular tripartite 9raph (?f order 3n with d(G) -4 .  
Suppose that 
(i) each sub qraph H of G satisfies 
[E(H)[ >~2(f V(H)[ - n), 
and 
(ii) G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic" to the ,qraph D. 
Then each edge of G that is not in a K2,2,2 component is in exactly one trianyle ~?[ G. 
Proof. By Lemma 7, each vertex v lies on two triangles which are disjoint except for 
the vertex v, say vulwl and vu2w2. By assumption (ii) either neither of the edges utw2 
and wju2 are present, or they both are. 
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Suppose that both ulw2 and u2w 1 are present. There are two triangles containing u 1 
that are disjoint except for ul, and one of them must be U~WlV or ulw2v. By symmetry 
we may suppose it is ulwlv. Then the other must be ulw2x for some vertex x. Then, 
by the assumption (ii), the edge XWl must be present. Repeating this argument with 
the two triangles lying on wl, that are disjoint except for Wl, leads to the conclusion 
that the edge xu2 is present. But at this point each vertex has degree 4, and so we 
have a component of G that is isomorphic to the graph/£2,2,2. 
Let G r be the graph G with all K2,2,2 components removed. Then for G' the as- 
sumption (ii) may be strengthened to say that G contains no subgraph (whether or 
not induced) isomorphic to D. For the rest of  the argument let us just consider the 
graph G'. 
Then each vertex v lies on two triangles that are disjoint except for v, and lies on 
no other triangles. Thus E(G')  has a natural decomposition i to triangles. 
Now let e be an arbitrary edge of G'. We wish to show that e is in exactly one 
triangle. Suppose to the contrary that e is in two or more triangles. We may suppose 
that e=uv, and that e is in the triangles uvw and uvx. The four edges on v are 
shared between two triangles. One of these triangles must be one of vuw and vux. By 
symmetry we may suppose it is vuw. Then the other is vxy for some further vertex y. 
But then G ~ contains the triangles vuw and vxy, and the edge ux, contrary to the 
strengthened version of  (ii) that we are now assuming for G ~. [] 
4. Partial latin squares 
A partial r × s latin rectangle L on symbols al . . . . .  at is an r × s matrix in which 
each cell contains either 0 or I symbol, such that no symbol occurs twice in any row 
or column. If  r=s=t=n and there are no empty cells, then L is a latin square of  
side n. A partial latin rectangle with rows Pl . . . . .  Pr, columns el,.. . ,Cs and symbols 
al . . . . .  trr corresponds to a triangle decomposition of  a tripartite graph G with vertex 
sets {P~I . . . . .  p~r}, {c~l . . . . .  c~} and {~r~l . . . . .  G~} in which p~cjEE(G) if and only if the 
cell (pi, cj) is occupied, p~a~ CE(G)  if and only if the symbol ak occurs in row Pi, and 
c~a~cE(G) if and only if the symbol crk occurs in column ck. A triangle (p~,c~,a~} 
is a part of  the triangle decomposition if and only if ak occurs in cell (pi, cj). 
We will show that Theorem 9 yields a condition for the completion of an n × n 
partial latin square on n symbols, in which each row and column has two symbols 
missing, and each symbol occurs n - 2 times. 
First we need some further notation. Referring to an n × n partial latin square L with n 
symbols { 1,..., n}, if R= {pl . . . . .  p~} is a set of rows from { 1 . . . . .  n}, C = {el . . . . .  cs} 
is a set of  columns from {1 . . . . .  n}, and S is a set of  symbols from {1 .... ,n}, let 
NRnc be the number of  empty cells common to the rows of R and columns of C, let 
NRns = ~csN~(R)  where N~(R) is the number of  rows of R in which cr is missing, 
and let Ncns  = ~sN~(C) ,  where N~(C) is the number of  columns of C in which 
tr is missing. 
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Theorem 11. Let L be a partial n x n latin square on n symbols 1 . . . . .  n such that 
each row and column has two empty cells, and each symbol occurs exactly n - 2 
times. Then L can be completed to an n x n latin square if and only i f  both o f  the 
jbllowing two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Jot each set R o f  rows, C o f  columt:s and S of  symbols, 
Nenc  + Nens + Ncns  ~>2(IRI + ]CI + ISI - n); 
(ii) up tO permutation of  the rows, permutation of  the columns, and permutation 
of  the symbols, L contains none of  the following configurations: 
. i  _ _  (a) 
i 
0": 
0-~ 
no  
0"1 
no  0-1 ~ 0-2 --~ (b) 
0 
0 
Cr 3 
o'2 
0-1 
I 
0"2 I //O 0"1 --~ 
i 
no o"1,0- 2 
(c) 
o- 2 
ft I 
0 no  f l inG2 ---+ 
0-3 G2 ] no  G I --~ 
I 
no 
0-1, 
0- 2 
1 
Proof. Let G, a 3-way regular tripartite graph of degree 4 describing what is missing 
from L, be described as follows. The vertex set of G is {Pl . . . . .  Pn}, {ct . . . . .  c,,} and 
{al . . . .  , ~r,,}, and Pi is joined to cj if and only if cell ( i , j )  is empty, Pi is joined to 
ak if and only if symbol k does not occur in row i, and cj is joined to ak if and 
only if symbol k does not occur in column j. I f  H is the subgraph of G induced by 
R U CUS then (i) of Theorem 9 is just an alternative formulation of (i) of Theorem 11. 
The configuration A of condition (ii) of Theorem 9 corresponds to condition (ii) of 
Theorem 11, (a), (b) and (c) being the different interpretations of A depending on 
which of the three pairs of vertices of A are taken as corresponding to the rows, 
columns or symbols. [] 
The result about latin squares corresponding to Lemma 8 deals with a really simple 
situation for which no general statement can improve upon what is obvious. However, 
for the record, the corresponding result is: 
Lemma 12. Let L be a partial n x n latin square on n symbols 1,. . . ,n such that 
each row and column have exactly one empty cell, and each symbol occurs exactly 
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n - 1 times. Then L can be completed to an n x n latin square if and only if 
Nnnc + NR~s + Nc~s ~IRI + ICI + ISI--n 
for each set R of rows, C of columns and S of symbols. 
5. Decompositions into parallel classes of triangles 
In this section we consider decompositions of 3-way regular tripartite graphs into 
2-factors, each 2-factor consisting of disjoint triangles. Adapting design theory termi- 
nology, the 2-factors of triangles are also called parallel classes of triangles. 
We first find a structural condition that is necessary for G to have a decompo- 
sition into parallel classes of triangles. An edge-colouring of a graph G is a map 
~b:E(G)--*c#, where cg is a set of colours, such that no two edges with the same 
colour have a common vertex. The chromatic-index z'(G) is the least number k of 
colours such that G has an edge-colouring with k colours. By a well-known theorem 
[6] of Vizing, if G is a simple graph (that is G has no loops or multiple edges) then 
A(G)<~z'(G)<~A(G)+ 1. If  z ' (G)=A(G)  then G is Class 1, and if z ' (G)=A(G)+ 1 
then G is Class 2. It is known [4] that deciding if a graph is Class 1 or Class 2 is 
NP-complete. 
Given a graph G, an edge e of G is said to be a bypass in a subgraph H if H 
contains two edges ab and bc, both incident with the same vertex b of H, such that 
e = ac. I f  there are no edges of G forming bypasses in H, then H is said to be bypass- 
free. Note that a bypass-free graph is necessarily triangle-free. For later use, note that 
D can be represented in Fig. 6. 
We can now give this necessary condition. 
Lemma 13. Let G be a 3-way regular tripartite graph with degree d(G)>~4. Suppose 
that G has a decomposition i to parallel classes of triangles. Then 
(i) G contains no bypass-free Class 2 subgraph of maximum degree ½d(G); and 
(ii) if d(G)= 4 then G does not contain the graph D as a subgraph. 
Proof. Suppose G has a decomposition i to ld(G) parallel classes of triangles. First 
let us prove condition (i). Let H be a bypass-free subgraph of G with maximum degree 
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½d(G). Colour the edges of the triangles of G with colours cl . . . . .  c½aw) in such a 
way that the edges of each parallel class of triangles all receive the same colour. Then 
each vertex of G will have two edges of each colour on it, the two edges being in 
the same triangle. Since H is bypass-free, H contains at most one edge from each 
triangle in any of the parallel classes of triangles, and so H is properly coloured with 
c l , . . . , c ,aw ). Thus H is Class 1. 
Now Jet us prove condition (ii). Suppose that G does contain a subgraph isomorphic 
to D. Again colour the edges of G with ½d(G) (= 2) colours, say red and green, so 
that each edge of each triangle of each parallel class receives the same colour. Then 
two edges incident with the vertex v of D are coloured red, and two are coloured 
green. If va and vb are coloured red, then ab is also coloured red, and vc, vd and cd 
are all coloured green; but then we have a contradiction, since bc cannot be coloured 
red, for then the red triangle {v,a,b} would not be disjoint from the red triangle on 
bc, and similarly bc cannot be coloured green. The same kind of contradiction is easily 
found if some other pair of  edges incident with v is coloured red. [] 
Of course, since a decomposition of E(G) into parallel classes of triangles is 
a fortiori a decomposition of E(G) into triangles, it follows from Corollary 6 that 
IE(H)I ~> ½dW)(I V(H) ]  - n) (2) 
for each induced subgraph H of G, where n = ½[V(G)[. 
Our main result is that if d(G)= 4 then the two closely related necessary conditions 
of kemma 13, together with the condition (2), are in fact sufficient for G to have a 
decomposition into parallel classes of triangles. 
Theorem 14. Let G be a 3-way regular tripartite graph with degree d(G)=4.  Then 
G can be decomposed into two parallel classes of triangles if and only if 
(i) G contains no bypass-free odd cycle of length >~5, 
(ii) G does not contain the graph D as a subgraph, and 
(iii) Jor each induced subgraph H of G, 
IE(H)[ ~>2(]V(H)I - n), 
where n = ½1vW)l. 
Proof. Necessity: Condition (i) of Lemma 13 reduces to Condition (i) of Theorem 14 
if d (G)=4.  Condition (ii) of Lemma 3 is the same as Condition (ii) of  Theorem 14. 
Corollary 6 implies Condition (iii). 
Sufficieno,: Let G be a 3-way regular tripartite graph of degree d(G)= 4 satisfying 
(i), (ii) and (iii). By Condition (ii), G contains no K2,2,2 component. Since Condition 
(iii) is also satisfied, it follows from Lemma 10 that each edge of G is in exactly one 
triangle, and therefore G has a unique decomposition into triangles. 
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Fig. 8. 
Now form a cubic graph G* whose vertices are the triangles of G, two vertices of 
G* being joined by an edge if the corresponding triangles have a vertex in common 
(see Fig. 7). 
Clearly the graph G can be decomposed into two parallel classes of triangles if and 
only if the chromatic number z(G*) of G* is two, i.e. G* is bipartite. If G* is not 
bipartite, then G* contains an odd cycle C. But this implies that in G there is an odd 
cycle of triangles, as illustrated in Fig. 8. If the odd cycle in G* has length 3, then this 
means that G contains D as a subgraph, contradicting Condition (ii). If C has length 
~> 5, then G contains a bypass-free odd cycle of length >~ 5, contradicting Condition 
(i). Therefore G* is bipartite, and so G can be decomposed into two parallel classes 
of triangles, as required. [] 
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6. Pairs of orthogonal latin squares 
We call a pair (A,B) of  partial r x s latin rectangles orthogonal if no two ordered 
pairs of  entries (Ai,j,,Bi,j~) and (Ai,_j2,Bi~i,_) are the same for ( i l , j l )  ¢ (i2,j2) when, 
for :~ = 1,2, Ai~/~ and Bi~j~ are non-empty. Let S =S(A,B) be the set of  all ordered 
pairs of entries (A~i, Bu), when both entries are non-empty. 
Theorem 14 can be applied in two different ways to questions about completing 
pairs of partial orthogonal latin squares. One way yields a result giving necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the completion of  a pair of (n - 2) x n partial orthogonal 
latin squares. The other way gives a result about completing a pair (A~,B ~) of n ×n 
partial orthogonal latin squares, where A ~ and B' have the corresponding cells filled, 
and where n -2  symbols, say al , . . . ,  a,-2,  each occur n times in A, but no other symbol 
occurs in A. 
Let us now consider the first of  these applications. With a pair (A~,B ~) of (n -  2 )× n 
orthogonal latin rectangles of order n, we may associate a 3-way regular tripartite graph 
G of degree 4 and order 3n as follows. We may suppose that the symbols of A' are 
al . . . . .  an, that the symbols of B' are bl . . . . .  bn, where {al . . . . .  an} f~ {bl . . . . .  b,,}=~, 
and that c l , . . . ,cn represent the columns of A ~ or B ~. 
We let {al . . . . .  an,bl . . . . .  bn, cl . . . . .  Cn} be the vertex set of G. We join ai to b i if 
the pair (ai,bi) ~ s. As each ai occurs once in each row o fA  ~, it follows that each ai 
is joined to exactly two vertices bj. We join ai to ck if ai does not occur in column 
k of A ~ and we join b i to ck if b i does not occur in column k of B ~. Clearly G is a 
3-way regular tripartite graph of degree 4. The graph G can be expressed as the union 
of two parallel classes of  triangles if and only if (A ~, B ~) can be extended by two extra 
rows to a pair (A,B) of mutually orthogonal latin squares of side n; here each parallel 
class corresponds to a row. Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 15. Let (A',B t) be an (n -  2)x  n pair oJ orthogonal atin rectangles oJ 
order n. Then (A~,B I) can be extended to a pair (A,B) of n x n orthogonal atin 
squares 0 c and only if the corresponding raph G=G(A~,B ~) satisfies conditions 
(i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 14. 
Now consider the second application. Let (A~,B ') be a pair of partial orthogonal 
n ×n latin squares on symbol sets {al . . . . .  a,,} and {bl . . . . .  b,}, respectively, in which 
a cell in A ~ is filled if and only if the corresponding cell in B ~ is filled, and, in 
A', symbols al . . . . .  a,-2 each occur n times, and an-I and an each do not occur. B' 
may be described by a 3-way regular tripartite graph G* of degree 4 as follows. Let 
..... ,Pn be vertices corresponding to the rows of B', and let cl,...,Cn correspond to 
the columns. The vertex set of G* is {Pl, . . . ,Pn, C~,--. ,cn,bl, . . . ,b,}. The vertices Pi 
and cj are joined if cell (i, j) of B ~ is empty. The vertices Pi and bk are joined if 
the symbol bk does not occur in row i of B', and the vertices cj and bk are joined if 
the symbol bk does not occur in column j of B ~. The graph G* can be expressed as 
the union of two parallel classes of triangles if and only if B' can be extended to an 
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n × n latin square B that is orthogonal to A; here the two parallel classes of  triangles 
correspond to the positions in which the two further symbols of A, an-1 and an, must 
be placed. 
Theorem 16. Let (At,B ')  be a pair of  partial orthogonal n×n latin squares on symbol 
sets {al . . . . .  an} and {bl . . . . .  bn}, respectively, in which a cell in A' is filled if and only 
i f  the corresponding cell in B ~ is filled, and, in A ~, symbols al . . . . .  a,,_2 each occur n 
times, and an-I and an each do not occur. Then (A~,B t) can be completed to a pair 
of n ×n orthogonal atin squares if  and only if the graph G* = G*(B t) satisfies (i), 
(ii) and (iii) of Theorem 14. 
7. A wider context 
As remarked in the introduction, the motivation for this problem is the conjecture 
that any pair (C,D) of partial orthogonal n x n latin squares can be embedded in 
a pair (A,B) of orthogonal atin squares of  order t whenever t~3n if n > 2, and 
t>~3n+ 1 if n=2.  I f  t~>3n then it is easy to see that any unfilled cells in (C,D) can 
be filled greedily using the t available symbols, and so, without loss of  generality we 
may assume that C and D have no empty cells. [To see that C and D can be filled 
greedily, note that for an empty cell ( i , j )  in D there are at most n - i symbols of  D in 
row i and at most n - 1 in column j. I f  the cell ( i , j )  of  C is empty then cell ( i , j )  of 
D can be filled with any of  the at least t - 2(n - 1) remaining available symbols. I f  the 
cell ( i , j )  of C is filled with, say, ak, then there are at most n - 1 positions in which 
ak in C occurs with a symbol of  D in D, and so there are at least t -  3(n - 1) > 0 
symbols available to fill cell ( i , j )  of D.] 
This more general problem was studied in [5]. It was shown there that if (C,D) is 
a pair of  r × s partial orthogonal latin rectangles (with no unfilled cells) that can be 
embedded in a pair (A, B) of  t × t mutually orthogonal latin squares, then the inequality 
(*) below must be satisfied. 
Let the elements of A be al . . . .  ,a t and the elements of  B be bl , . . . ,bt .  Let X__ 
{al . . . . .  at} and YC{bl  . . . . .  bt}. Let a(X,Y)  be the set of  ordered pairs (x,y) with 
xEX and yE  Y and such that there are i and j with C( i , j )=x  and D( i , j )=y .  For 
1 <~i<~r, let R~)(X) be the set of  elements of X that do not occur in row i of C, and 
let R~)(Y) be the set of  elements of  Y that do not occur in row i of  D. Similarly, for 
1 <<.j<~s, let s~cJ)(x) be the set of  elements of  X that do not occur in column j of  C 
and let SJ ) (Y )  be the set of  elements of Y that do not occur in column j of  B. 
Finally, for 1 ~< i ~< r, let 
~)(i)(x, Y) = max{lR~)(X)l + [R~)(Y)] - (t - s),0} 
and, for 1 <~j<~s, let 
~o~J)(x, Y) = max(lS~cJ) (x  )l + Is~DJ) ( Y )I - ( t - r ), O ). 
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The inequality (,) satisfied by (C,D) for all sets X,Y with XC{al . . . . .  at}, 
Y C_{bl .. . . .  bt} is: 
I~(X, Y)l + ~ 6u)( X, Y) + ~ g,(i)(x, Y)~< IxIIYI. (*) 
i61 j :  1 
In the case when s = t, (a ( i ) (X ,  Y)= 0 always, so (*) reduces to 
I~(X, Y)I + ~ g,(J)(x, Y)~< IXllYI. 
j=l  
Let G be the 3-way regular tripartite graph with vertex sets {a: . . . . .  at}, {h i  . . . . .  bt} 
and {cl . . . . .  ct }, where aibj E E(G) if the pair (ai, by) does not occur in (C, D), aick C 
E(G) if ai does not occur in column k of C, and bjck EE(G) if bj does not occur in 
column k of D. Let XC{ai  .. . . .  at},YC{bl . . . . .  bt} and ZC_{q .. . . .  ct}. Let H be the 
subgraph induced by X U Y U 7, where 2:= {cl . . . . .  ct}\Z. 
It is easy to see that la(X, Y)I = IXIIYI--IE(X, Y)I, so (*) reduces till further to 
l 
t~(J)(x, Y) <~ Ig(X, Y)[. 
j= l  
If  Z* = {j  I ~U)(X, Y) > O} then (*) reduces further to 
~(J)(x, Y) <~ Ig(X, Y)l. 
./6Z* 
This can be re-expressed in the following way: 
Ig(X, Z*)l + IE(Y, Z*)l - IZ*1½d(a) <. Ig(x, Y)I. 
It follows that 
IE(X,Z)I + IE( Y,Z)I - IZl l d( G) <<- IE( X, Y)I. 
Counting the edges of G(X,{Cl . . . . .  Ct}) we have 
½d(G)IX I = [E(X,Z) I + IE(X,Z)I. 
Similarly, 
½d(G)IYI = IE(Y,Z)I + IE(Y,Z)I. 
Since also 
½1V(G)I = IZl + 121 
it follows that 
½d(G)lXl- tE(X,2)I + ½d(a) lYI -  IE(Y,Z)I- IE(X, Y)I 
1 1 <~ -sd(G)(:IV(G)I - 121) 
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so that 
IE(X, Y) + IE(X,2)I + IE(Y,2)[ >(Ixl + IYI + Y l -  ½1V(G)I)½d(G) 
or in other words 
IE(H)l  >(IV(H)l - ½1V(G)l)½d(G). 
Thus condition (2) is a special case of  the inequality ( , ) .  
Of  course condition (2) shows a symmetry between rows and symbols, or columns 
and symbols, that is not apparent from (*). 
The requirement that t>-3n is well known to be necessary if a pair (C,D)  of  or- 
thogonal latin squares of size n × n is to be embedded in a pair (A,B) of  mutually 
orthogonal latin squares of  order t (see, for example [3]). We remark here that this 
actually follows quickly from Corollary 6. For suppose that (C,D)  can be extended 
to (A,B). Consider the first n rows of (A,B) (these contain (C,D)).  Let G be the 3- 
way regular tripartite graph of  degree 2( t -n )  with vertex sets {a~ . . . .  ,at}, {bl . . . . .  bt}, 
representing the symbols of A and B respectively, and (C l , . . . ,c t}  representing the 
columns, where the edge aibj is present i f  the pair (ai, bj) does not occur in the first 
n rows, the edge aick is present if ai does not occur in column k of  A in the first n 
rows, and the edge bjck is present if bj does not occur in column k of  B in the first 
n rows. Let H be the subgraph induced by the n symbol vertices used in C, the n 
symbol vertices used in D, and by {cl . . . . .  c,}. Then, by Corollary 6, 
0 = ]E(H)I >~(t - n)(3n - t) 
so t >~3n. 
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